You are Loved, Appreciated and Welcomed into Connection.
We gather, opening to the loving reminders from Solarum
that we are all vibrational beings.

Release & Agreements for Attending and Maintaining Sacred Space
in Connection with Solarum through Udana, Inspired Utterances
I agree that:


Udana, Inspired Utterances, retains all rights to any recording or image from this gathering,
including any recording of my voice or image in connection with this gathering (whether online,
phone, or in person).
Personal recordings are prohibited.
Any reproduction or distribution of *these materials* to third parties without the express written
consent of Udana, Inspired Utterances is prohibited.
*These materials include, but are not limited to: audio or visual recordings, photographic images,
and transcripts from gatherings to Connect with Solarum through Udana, Inspired Utterances.



Udana, Inspired Utterances will not be held responsible for any technical difficulties occurring
during the Connection or in the recording and distribution of the Connection.



Udana, Inspired Utterances must be informed of all attendees, and all participants must state
their agreement to all terms as stated here.
Because we are participating in Sacred Space together, each attendee must be approved and
recognized by Udana before the Connection.
*If you have anyone joining you in your home to listen in or participate “through you” during a
live connection, you must have this approved by Udana prior to the gathering.



I am responsible for my own interpretation and perception of these interactions and any actions
that I choose to take after participating in a Connection with Solarum through Udana, Inspired
Utterances.



I release Udana, Inspired Utterances, and any related parties from responsibility.



I acknowledge that I have read these Agreements fully, I understand them,
and by attending a Connection with Udana, Inspired Utterances, and/or providing my signature,
I agree to be bound by these terms and conditions for each and any interaction with Solarum
through Udana.



I certify that I am eighteen (18) years of age or older, and have entered into this agreement
of my own free will and choice.

Agreement entered
Signature:___________________________________________________ on this Date:____________________
Udana, Inspired Utterances * Rockvale, TN * Solarum.me

